Dealing with the complex drug-drug interactions: towards mechanistic models.
Unmanageable severe adverse events caused by drug-drug interactions (DDIs), leading to market withdrawals or restrictions in the clinical usage, are increasingly avoided with the improvement in our ability to predict such DDIs quantitatively early in drug development. However, significant challenges arise in the evaluation and/or prediction of complex DDIs caused by inhibitor drugs and/or metabolites that affect not one but multiple pathways of drug clearance. This review summarizes the discussion topics at the 2013 AAPS symposium on "Dealing with the complex drug-drug interactions: towards mechanistic models". Physiologically based pharmacokinetic (PBPK) models, in combination with the established in vitro-to-in vivo extrapolations of intestinal and hepatic disposition, have been successfully applied to predict clinical pharmacokinetics and DDIs, especially for drugs with CYP-mediated metabolism, and to explain transporter-mediated and complex DDIs. Although continuous developments are being made towards improved mechanistic prediction of the transporter-enzyme interplay in the hepatic and intestinal disposition and characterizing the metabolites contribution to DDIs, the prediction of DDIs involving them remains difficult. Regulatory guidelines also recommended use of PBPK modeling for the quantitative prediction and evaluation of DDIs involving multiple perpetrators and metabolites. Such mechanistic modeling approaches culminate to the consensus that modeling is helpful in predicting DDIs or quantitatively rationalizing the clinical findings in complex situations. Furthermore, they provide basis for the prediction and/or understanding the pharmacokinetics in populations like patients with renal impairment, pediatrics, or various ethnic groups where the conduct of clinical studies might not be feasible in early drug development stages and yet some guidance on management of dosage is necessary.